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When I started rapping it was all good
I thought to myself that this is MY childhood
And then from that moment I made some big decisions
To become a rapper instead of crazy collisions
I went around corners 
My peers support us
Should I shoot my mouth out and rap like this?
Or will it backfire or perhaps I'll maybe miss
There's a spurt of flame coming out of my mouth
Whether I'll win that of I'm in doubt

Sure as I am this better not backfire
And because if it does I might just retire
I look at my paper I'm on the front page
I've never gone into an uncontrollable rage

So this dude is on about this small little thing
About his bad luck bringing bee sting
There's this guy I met who gave me good fortune
People who don't like this will get a damn scorching
It's like someone sprinkled me some diamond dust
I'm a lucky little rapper along with all of us

But my rapping on my own is only half the beef
I never backfire so get that the damn beat
I'm gonna post my lyrics on A to Z
So go nuts go ahead don't go into the janitors shed

Sure as I am this better not backfire
And because if it does I might just retire
I look at my paper I'm on the front page
I've never gone into an uncontrollable rage

It's my rap that right now that I've swollen
I could be stone that won't stop Rollin
I'm like a snowball hitting you in the face
When I'm to be sprinting it's at my own pace
I'm like a fireball shooting out of the sky
Coming right down on fire up high
I probably won't stop rapping for a long long time
Just listen real good and get the damn rhyme

Sure as I am this better not backfire
And because if it does I might just retire
I look at my paper I'm on the front page
I've never gone into an uncontrollable rage
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